PRESS RELEASE
Continued Global Growth Drives ffA Expansion
ffA opens two new regional offices in Kuala Lumpur and Perth and appoints Jan Grimnes as
Chairman of the Board.
For immediate release

In support of ffA’s rapid growth and expansion it has opened two further regional offices.
These are in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and in Perth, Australia. This adds to ffA’s portfolio of
offices in Aberdeen, Houston, London, Newcastle and Rio de Janeiro.
“We are delighted to have a direct presence in these regions as it allows to be on hand to
better serve the requirements of our clients in the Asia Pacific region,” states ffA Managing
Director, Jon Henderson.
He continued, “Since the launch of GeoTeric, our Geological Expression software in 2012,
we have experienced a significant surge in demand for our software, Services and
Consultancy. It’s important to us that we continue to provide the highest level of support to
our worldwide customer base. To achieve this we are ensuring our global offices are
geographically located so that we continue to provide the levels of expertise and service our
customers expect from us.

ffA has also announced today the appointment of Jan Grimnes as Chairman of the Board.
Jan Grimnes joined the ffA Board in January 2012. He is Chairman of Redback AS, a
Norwegian private equity business, with a substantial investment in ffA. John Carney, who
served as Chairman for almost twelve years, will continue as Deputy Chairman.
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Note to Editors:
1. ffA provides world-leading GeoTeric Geological Expression software, service and support to the global
oil and gas industry.
2. Geological Expression is a data driven, interpreter guided approach for understanding and defining the
3D morphology of the geological elements imaged within the seismic data.
3. GeoTeric bridges the gap between processing and 3D interpretation by directly translating geophysical
data into geological information. With its patented data driven and user guided approach, interpreters
explore for new reserves and evaluate reservoirs with greater confidence than ever before, while taking
weeks out of their interpretation workflow.
4. GeoTeric has powered more than 300 successful projects for over 100 E&P companies worldwide
5. ffA is an independent UK company with offices in Aberdeen, London, Houston, Newcastle Upon Tyne,
Rio de Janeiro, Kuala Lumpur and Perth.

